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Repeat After Me
Rosaline

so there is no tab for this... and no lyrics, so I had to try and figure out
both 
parts. I did my best and this is what I came up with. 
Please rate and comment. :)

  Dsus2       Asus4
e|--0-----------0---|
B|--3-----------3---|
G|--2-----------2---|
D|--0-----------2---|
A|--0-----------0---|
E|------------------|

Intro : Dsus2, G

           Dsus2                        G  
 She said, lay back Im tired enough as it is

Dsus2                          G
 stay sharp when she turns me away

Asus4                 G
 and how do we get so far,

Asus4                  G
 from the way we used to be.

D                            Asus4 
 Well I would rather bite my tongue,

                               G
  cause it s all been said and done

 and honestly, 

                     
 words are just to weak.

D                              Asus4 
 when my heart starts skipping beats,

                      G
 and my eyes are watering 



 you ll see it says everything so baby please, 

D              Asus4 
 repeat after me.

              G      
 Repeat after me.

D~

Dsus2,G

Dsus2
 Think back when your hand 

                   G
 would never leave mine.

Dsus2
 Tonight is the night, 

                       G
 where I put up a fight for those days.

 Asus4                 G
 and how do we get so far,

Asus4                  G
 from the way we used to be.

D                            Asus4 
 Well I would rather bite my tongue,

                               G
  cause it s all been said and done

 and honestly, 

                     
 words are just to weak

D                              Asus4 
 when my heart starts skipping beats,

                G
 and my eyes are watering 

 you ll see it says everything so baby please,

D              Asus4 



 REPEAT AFTER ME.

              G
 Repeat after me

D                            Asus4 
 Well I would rather bite my tongue,

                               G
  cause it s all been said and done

 and honestly, 

                     
 words are just to weak

D                              Asus4 
 when my heart starts skipping beats,

                      G
 and my eyes are watering 

(you ll see it says everything- so baby please)

D              Asus4 
 repeat after me.

             G
repeat after me
 
             D
repeat after me.


